Pakistan: Floods

Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within BANNU district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction [10/08/2022]
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within BATAGRAM district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction [10/08/2022]
Pakistan: Floods

Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within CHARSADDA district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction (10/09/2022)
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within CHITRAL LOWER district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHW.

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction (10/08/2022)
Pakistan: Floods

Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within D. I. KHAN district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWAN.

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction [10/08/2022]
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within HARIPUR district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction [10/09/2022]
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KARAK district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KHYBER district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction [10/08/2022]
Pakistan: Floods

Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KOHISTAN LOWER district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWAS.

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction (10/08/2022)
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within KOHISTAN UPPER district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction (10/01/2022)
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within LAKKI MARWAT district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWAN

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction [10/08/2022]
Pakistan: Floods

Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within LOWER DIR district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction (10/09/2022)
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within MANSEHRA district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
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Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction [10/08/2022]
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within NORTH WAZIRISTAN district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within NOWSHERA district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWAL

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction (10/08/2022)
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within SHANGLA district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWAA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction [10/09/2022]
Pakistan: Floods
Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within TANK district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOOSAT
Map created by MapAction [10/08/2022]
Pakistan: Floods

Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within TOR GHAR district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UNOSAT
Map created by MapAction [10/08/2022]
Pakistan: Floods

Maximum flood extent (as of 29 August 2022) and population distribution (2020) within UPPER DIR district, KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA

Data Sources
Pakistan Census Office, Open Street Map, GADM, Worldpop, UCOSAT
Map created by MapAction (10/08/2022)